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Educator’s Performance Guide

ABOUT THE PLAY
A Wrinkle in Time

NTENTS

3 9
10 11
12
Before the
Performance

After the
Performance

Playing Your
Role

FYT News

2017-2018 LTT
at a Glance

October 11, 13, 19, 20
10am and 12:15pm
Grades 3 and up

After the disappearance of her scientist father, three
peculiar beings send Meg, her brother, and her friend on
a journey through time and space in order to find him.
FYT presents a thrilling new adaptation of this mindexpanding science fiction story that’s still a favorite with
the young and young at heart.

EXCELLENCE AT FYT
Since 1957, Flint Youth Theatre’s nationally-acclaimed,
award-winning intergenerational programming has
provided Flint area residents with opportunities to
experience the unique joys of discovery and selfexpression through the performing arts. A program of
the Flint Institute of Music, FYT is the resident theatre
company at the Flint Cultural Center.
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Adapted for the stage by Tracy Young
From the book by Madeleine L’Engle
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1220 East Kearsley Steet
Flint, MI 48503
810.237.1530
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The information and activities in this Educator’s Performance Guide are intended for use in all classrooms and with students of all abilities.
If you need assistance in adapting any of the information in this guide,
please contact Samuel J. Richardson, FYT’s Managing Director at 810.237.2522 or SRichardson@FlintYouthTheatre.org
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
(from madeleinelengle.com)

Madeleine L’Engle was born on November 29th, 1918, and
spent her formative years in New York City. Instead of her
school work, she found that she would much rather be writing
stories, poems and journals for herself, which was reflected in
her grades (not the best). However, she was not discouraged.
At age 12, she moved to the French Alps with her parents and
went to an English boarding school where, thankfully, her
passion for writing continued to grow. She flourished during
her high school years back in the United States at Ashley Hall
in Charleston, South Carolina, vacationing with her mother in
a rambling old beach cottage on a beautiful stretch of Florida
Beach.
She went to Smith College and studied English with some
wonderful teachers as she read the classics and continued
her own creative writing. She graduated with honors and
moved into a Greenwich Village apartment in New York. She
worked in the theater, where Equity union pay and a flexible
schedule afforded her the time to write! She published her first
two novels during these years—A Small Rain and Ilsa—before
meeting Hugh Franklin, her future husband, when she was
an understudy in Anton Chekov’s The Cherry Orchard. They
married during The Joyous Season.
She had a baby girl and kept on writing, eventually moving
to Connecticut to raise the family away from the city in a
small dairy farm village with more cows than people. They
bought a dead general store, and brought it to life for 9 years.
They moved back to the city with three children, and Hugh
revitalized his professional acting career.
As the years passed and the children grew, Madeleine
continued to write and Hugh to act, and they to enjoy each
other and life. Madeleine began her association with the
Cathedral Church of St. John the Divine, where she was the
librarian and maintained an office for more than thirty years.
After Hugh’s death in 1986, it was her writing and lecturing
that kept her going. She lived through the 20th century and
into the 21st and wrote over 60 books. She enjoyed being with
her friends, her children, her grandchildren, and her great
grandchildren.

A Wrinkle in Time
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An Acceptable Time (1989)
And Both Were Young (1949)
And It Was Good: Reflections on Beginnings (1983)
Anytime Prayers (1994)
The Arm of the Starfish (1965)
Bright Evening Star (1997)
Camilla (1965)
Certain Women (1992)
A Circle of Quiet (1972)
Dance in the Desert (1969)
Dragons in the Waters (1976)
Friends for the Journey – with Luci Shaw (1997)
A Full House (1999)
Glimpses of Grace – with Carole Chase (1996)
The Glorious Impossible (1990)
A House Like a Lotus (1984)
Ilsa (1946)
The Irrational Season (1997)
The Journey With Jonah (1967)
The Joys of Love (2008)
Ladder of Angels (1979)
Lines Scribbled on an Envelope and Other Poems (1969)
A Live Coal in the Sea (1996)
The Love Letters (1966)
Madeleine L’Engle Herself:
Reflections on a Writing Life – with Carole Chase (2001)
Many Waters (1986)
Meet the Austins (1960)
Miracle on 10th Street (1998)
The Moon By Night (1963)
Mothers and Daughters – with Maria Rooney (1997)
Mothers and Sons – with Maria Rooney (1999)
The Ordering of Love:
The New and Collected Poems of Madeleine L’Engle
(2005)
A Wrinkle in Time
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BOOKS BY MADELEINE L’ENGLE
CONT.
The Other Dog (2001)
The Other Side of the Sun (1971)
Penguins and Golden Calves: Icons and Idols (1996)
A Ring of Endless Light (1980)
The Risk of Birth (1974)
The Rock That is Higher (1993)
A Severed Wasp (1982)
The Small Rain (1945)
Sold Into Egypt: Joseph’s Journey into Human Being (1989)
The Sphinx at Dawn (1982)
A Stone for a Pillow: Journeys with Jacob (1986)
The Summer of the Great Grandmother (1974)
A Swiftly Tilting Planer (1978)
Troubling a Star (1994)
The Twenty-Four Days Before Christmas (1964)
Two-Part Invention (1988)
Walking on Water: Reflections on Faith and Art (1980)
The Weather of the Heart (1978)
A Wind in the Door (1973)
A Winter’s Love (1957)
Wintersong – with Luci Shaw (1996)
A Wrinkle in Time (1962)
The Young Unicorns (1968)

A Wrinkle in Time
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1. The Author’s Persistence Paid Off.
She’s a revered writer today, but Madeleine L’Engle’s early literary career was
rocky. She nearly gave up on writing on her 40th birthday. L’Engle stuck with
it, though, and on a 10-week cross-country camping trip she found herself
inspired to begin writing A Wrinkle in Time.
2. Einstein Sparked L’Engle’s Interest In Quantum Physics And Tesseracts.
L’Engle was never a strong math student, but as an adult she found herself
drawn to concepts of cosmology and non-linear time after picking up a book
about Albert Einstein. L’Engle adamantly believed that any theory of writing
is also a theory of cosmology because “one cannot discuss structure in writing
without discussing structure in all life.” The idea that religion, science, and
magic are different aspects of a single reality and should not be thought of as
conflicting is a recurring theme in her work.
3. L’Engle Based The Protagonist On Herself.
L’Engle often compared her young heroine, Meg Murry, to her childhood
self—gangly, awkward, and a poor student. Like many young girls, both Meg
and L’Engle were dissatisfied with their looks and felt their appearances were
homely, unkempt, and in a constant state of disarray.
4. It Was Rejected By More Than Two Dozen Publishers.
L’Engle weathered 26 rejections before Farrar, Straus & Giroux finally took a
chance on A Wrinkle in Time. Many publishers were nervous about acquiring
the novel because it was too difficult to categorize. Was it written for children or
adults? Was the genre science fiction or fantasy?
5. L’Engle Didn’t Know How To Categorize The Book, Either.
To compound publishers’ worries, L’Engle famously rejected these arbitrary
categories and insisted that her writing was for anyone, regardless of age.
She believed that children could often understand concepts that would
baffle adults, due to their childlike ability to use their imaginations with the
unknown.
6. Meg Murry Was One Of Science Fiction’s First Great Female Protagonists...
… and that scared publishers even more. L’Engle believed that the relatively
uncommon choice of a young heroine contributed to her struggles getting the
book in stores since men and boys dominated science fiction. Nevertheless, the
author stood by her heroine and consistently promoted acceptance of one’s
unique traits and personality.
When A Wrinkle in Time won the 1963 Newbury Award, L’Engle used her
acceptance speech to decry forces working for the standardization of mankind,
or, as she so eloquently put it, “making muffins of us, muffins like every
other muffin in the muffin tin.” L’Engle’s commitment to individualism
contributed to the very future of science fiction. Without her we may never
have met The Hunger Games’s Katniss Everdeen or Divergent’s Tris Prior.

A Wrinkle in Time
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7. The Murky Genre Helped Make The Book A Success.
Once A Wrinkle in Time hit bookstores, its slippery categorization stopped
being a drawback. The book was smart enough for adults without losing
sight of the storytelling elements kids love. A glowing 1963 review in The
Milwaukee Sentinel captured this sentiment: “A sort of space age Alice in
Wonderland, Miss L’Engle’s book combines a warm story of family life with
science fiction and a most convincing case for nonconformity. Adults who
still enjoy Alice will find it delightful reading along with their youngsters.”
8. The Book Is Actually The First Of A Series.
Although the other four novels are not as well known as A Wrinkle in Time,
the “Time Quintet” is a favorite of science fiction fans. The series, written over
a period of nearly 30 years, follows the Murry family’s continuing battle over
evil forces.
9. It Is One Of The Most Frequently Banned Books Of All Time.
Oddly enough, A Wrinkle in Time has been accused of being both too religious
and anti-Christian. L’Engle’s particular brand of liberal Christianity was
deeply rooted in universal salvation, a view that some critics have claimed
“denigrates organized Christianity and promotes an occultic world view.”
There have also been objections to the use of Jesus Christ’s name alongside
figures like Buddha, Shakespeare, and Gandhi. Detractors feel that grouping
these names together trivializes Christ’s divine nature.
10. L’Engle Learned To See The Upside Of This Controversy.
The author revealed how she felt about all this sniping in a 2001 interview
with The New York Times. She brushed it aside, saying, “It seems people are
willing to damn the book without reading it. Nonsense about witchcraft and
fantasy. First I felt horror, then anger, and finally I said, ‘Ah, the hell with it.’
It’s great publicity, really.”
11. The Science Fiction Has Insired Science Facts.
American astronaut Janice Voss once told L’Engle that A Wrinkle in Time
inspired her career path. When Voss asked if she could bring a copy of the
novel into space, L’Engle jokingly asked why she couldn’t go, too.
Inspiring astronauts wasn’t L’Engle’s only out-of-this-world achievement.
In 2013 the International Astronomical Union (IAU) honored the writer’s
memory by naming a crater on Mercury’s south pole “L’Engle.”
12. A Star-Studded Movie Adaptation Will Hit Theaters In 2018.
Although L’Engle was famously skeptical of film adaptations of the novel,
Oscar-nominated filmmaker Ava DuVernay (13th; Selma) is bringing a starfilled version of the book to the big screen next year. Oprah Winfrey, Reese
Witherspoon, Chris Pine, Mindy Kaling, and Zach Galifianakis are among the
film’s stars. It’s due in theaters on March 9, 2018.

A Wrinkle in Time
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In the play, the scientific method is talked about, but what is the
scientific method?
The scientific method is a process for experimentation that is used
to explore observations and answer questions. Does this mean all
scientists follow exactly this process? No. Some areas of science can
be more easily tested than others. For example, scientists studying
how stars change as they age or how dinosaurs digested their food
cannot fast-forward a star’s life by a million years or run medical
exams on feeding dinosaurs to test their hypotheses. When direct
experimentation is not possible, scientists modify the scientific
method. In fact, there are probably as many versions of the scientific
method as there are scientists! But even when modified, the goal
remains the same: to discover cause and effect relationshops by
asking questions, carefully gathering and examining the evidence,
and seeing if all the available information can be combined in to a
logical answer.
Even though we show the scientific method as a series of steps, keep
in mind that new information or thinking might cause a scientist to
back up and repeat steps at any point during the process. A process
like the scientific method that involves such backing up and repeating
is called an iterative process.
Whether you are doing a science fair project, a classroom science
activity, independent research, or any other hands-on science inquiry
understanding the steps of the scientific method will help you focus
your scientific question and work through your observation and data
to answer the question as well as possible.
Step 1: Ask a question
Step 2: Do Background Research
Step 3: Construct a Hypothesis
Steph 4: Test your Hypothesis by Doing an Experiment
Steph 5: Analyze Your Data and Draw a Conclusion
Step 6: Communicate Your Results

Discussion Topics
(from sciencebuddies.org)

- If you had the opportunity to time travel, would you? If you could
choose the time, what time period would you travel to? The past? The
Future? Why?
- In your opinion, who is the most courageous character in A Wrinkle
in Time? Explain your choice.
- A Wrinkle in Time is often described as a novel about good versus
evil. Do you agree? If so, who in the book represents good? Who
represents evil? Why?

A Wrinkle in Time
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COMMON
CORE
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.7.1
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.7.2
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.7.3
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.7.4
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.R.L.4.1
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.R.L.4.2
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.R.L.4.3
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.R.L.4.4

MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES
Multiple Intelligences
Linguistic
Interpersonal
Intrapersonal

COMMON
CORE
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.6.4
CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.W.7.7

MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES
Multiple Intelligences
Linguistic
Interpersonal
Intrapersonal

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
Common Core anchors listed in this Educator’s Performance Guide correspond
to specific grade levels, but activities can be adapted to apply to the standards of
multiple grades.

}

A LETTER TO MEG

}

TIME TRAVEL

What can happen when differences are accepted and valued?
At the beginning of the story, Meg struggles to recognize
her own unique gifts, especially those she initially considers
faults. Write a letter to Meg praising her for her choices, as
well as offering an example of someone whom you admire for
their willingness to be different (this person may be someone
with whom you have a personal connection or someone from
history). Be sure to include specific examples as to why you are
inspired by this individual and share any similarities you see
between this individual and Meg.

You can see tremendous growth in Meg’s character from
the events that transpire in A Wrinkle in Time. In a journal
entry, write about a single experience that made you stronger
and wiser in some way. Perhaps you struggled through a
difficult task or helped a friend with a problem. What did this
experience teach you? Be sure to offer specific details about the
experience.

A Wrinkle in Time
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PLAYING THE ROLE OF
AUDIENCE MEMBER
When young people attend a live theatre performance for the
first time they often do not realize how different it is from
watching a movie, video or TV show. Before coming to view
the play, discuss with your students how they can best play the
part of the role of audience member.
Because the performers and audience are in the same room,
they are creating the event together. A live presentation has not
been recorded with the mistakes edited out. This makes live
theatre challenging for the performers and exciting for the
audience. The more the audience responds to the actors, the
more the actors can give the audience.
Actors appreciate appropriate enthusiasm and laughter, as
well as attentive listening and concentration. Each audience
member affects those sitting nearby, as well as the performers
onstage. How positively or negatively one audience member
participates in the performance will influence how those in
surrounding seats experience it.
Because of the moment-to-moment exchange between audience
and actors, we must remember:
•

To use the restroom before coming to the theatre

•

To silence all electronic devices

•

Photography of any kind is prohibited

•

To take no food, drink or gum inside the theater building

•

To keep feet on the floor rather than on the seat in front of
you

•

To give energy and attention to the actors

•

Actors appreciate laughter, vocal responses and applause;
chatting, gossiping and negative comments about what
the actors do or wear are examples of inappropriate and
disturbing vocal responses.

A Wrinkle in Time
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AUDITIONS
WANT TO BE A PART OF AN FYT SHOW?

FYT

NEWS

AUDITION ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR
FLINT YOUTH THEATRE’S UPCOMING PRODUCTION OF

A Wrinkle in
Time
Adapted for the stage by
Tracy Young
From the book by
Madeleine L’Engle
Directed by
Michael Lluberes
Sponsored by
Tom Glasscok and
Helen Bas
William Hentgen
Ron and Cathy Prevett
Dr. Erick and Gloria
VanDuyne
Sheila Zorn
October 7 - 22
A Wrinkle in Time is produced
by special arrangement with
Crosswicks, Ltd. and Stage
Partners.
(www.yourstagepartners.com)
A Wrinkle in Time by
Madeleine L’Engle © 1962
Crosswicks, Ltd.
All rights reserved.

The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe
December 2 - 17
Based on the classic book by C.S. Lewis, The Lion, The Witch and the
Wardrobe is a heroic tale of love, faith, courage, and giving; the life and death
struggle for control of Narnia and the grandeur of the triumph of good over
evil which has enthralled audiences of all ages.
Call 810.237.1530 or email casting@flintyouththeatre.org to set up a ten
minute audition appointment and to receive audition material. Actors will be
asked to prepare sides from the script for specific roles.

STUDENT AUDITIONS: Open to students under 18
WHEN: Wednesday, October 11 6-9:30pm
Thursday, October 12 6-9:30pm
ADULT AUDITIONS: Open to ages 18 and up
WHEN: Monday, October 9 6-9:30pm
Tuesday, October 10 6-9:30pm
WHERE: 1220 E. Kearsley St. (in Flint’s Cultural Center)
Please note the audition schedule is subject to change; you are
advised to confirm the audition date and time by calling 810.237.1530
a few days prior to the audition. New students are always
encouraged and welcomed.
FYT is committed to ethnically diverse companies - students of
color are encouraged to audition or interview.

A Wrinkle in Time
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You might also be
interested in

THEATRE
WORKSHOPS

B

ring the FYT educational
staff to your location to
explore the world of theatre
through exciting handson activities with theatre
professionals.
Theatre workshops
are available in the
following areas:
• Acting
• Improvisation
• Play writing
• Puppetry
• Pre-show/Post-show
• Bullying/Other Social
Topics
• Professional Development
• Back Stage Tours
Many of these topics are
available at low-to no-cost for
qualified organizations.

T

o learn more about
FYT’s offerings for
teachers contact our
Managing Director:
Samuel J. Richardson
1220 E. Kearsley Street
Flint, MI 48503

2017 - 2018 LEARNING THROUGH THEATRE SERIES
Show Title

Age
Recommendation

Date

Location

A Wrinkle in Time

Grades 3 and up

October
11, 13, 19, 20

Flint Youth
Theatre

The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe

Grades 3 and up

December
7, 8, 14, 15

Flint Youth
Theatre

Balloonacy*

Grades Pre-K and up

January
23, 24, 25, 26

Flint Youth
Theatre

A-Kee-Lah and the
Bee

Grades 3 and up

February
14, 15, 22, 23

Flint Youth
Theatre

A Hone Pot of Pooh
Stories*

Grades Pre-K and up

March
13, 14, 15, 16

Flint Youth
Theatre

The Geranium on the
Windowsill Just Died
but Teacher You Went
Right On

Grades 3 and up

April 25, 26,
May 2, 3

Flint Youth
Theatre

The Tale of the
Mischievous Bunny*

Grades Pre-K and up

May
8, 9, 10, 11

Flint Youth
Theatre

*Part of Flint Youth Theatre’s FirstStage

Phone:

810.237.2522

Fax:

810.237.1531

Email:

SRichardson@FlintYouthTheatre.org
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